Because Mountain Land Design has an eye for balance, their showroom and their projects have something for everyone—no matter the scope of the project. Whether it is your first home, a luxury vacation home, or a small appliance replacement, Mountain Land Design is the one place you need to go to purchase appliances and decorative plumbing and hardware.

Homeowners today don’t just expect quality when they purchase their appliances, decorative plumbing, and hardware. They also expect those pieces to be focal points—artwork—in their homes. And homeowners have ample inspiration at their fingertips. From magazines to online sites, they can identify the styles they want before ever stepping into a showroom. But it’s seeing the product in person that can make the difference. Mountain Land Design works closely with customers to refine and realize the vision they bring into the showroom. Dan Devenport, owner of Mountain Land Design, says, “When our customers walk through each of the vignettes in the showroom, they can see how one piece can make a difference in the way the room looks.”

For the past 25 years, Mountain Land Design’s showroom has been a place where designers and contractors bring their clients to visualize how their dream projects will come together. The kitchen and bath settings help facilitate what is on paper to how it will look in the home. Their sales team has years of experience and extensive product knowledge so all questions are answered and any apprehensions are put to rest.

The kitchen and master bathroom have become key places in a home where people are spending more money to make the areas everything that they want. The kitchen has always been the gathering place of the home, so homeowners are rightfully very thorough in considering how it is designed and the appliances that are installed.
“WHEN OUR CUSTOMERS WALK THROUGH EACH OF THE VIGNETTES IN THE SHOWROOM, THEY CAN SEE HOW ONE PIECE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE WAY THE ROOM LOOKS.”

- DAN DEVENPORT, MOUNTAIN LAND DESIGN
Mountain Land Design has years of experience helping homeowners make the right choice for their lifestyle and their advice can make life just a little easier. They know, for instance, that adding a built-in coffee maker will save you time and money in the long run because your morning stops to the local barista are not needed. And they know that a nugget icemaker is one of the hottest buys right now along with a steam oven, which changes the way everyone is cooking.

Who doesn’t want a master retreat that feels like you are at a five-star hotel? Jodi Nelson, plumbing manager, says, “Today’s bathrooms are being designed to feel like a spa. Large steam showers with multiple shower heads and chromatherapy lighting are highly desired. There are even waterproof TVs for those who need to watch the sports, news, or favorite shows during their long relaxing showers. We are seeing fewer jetted tubs being installed into the bath. Classic freestanding soaking tubs with a beautiful floor-mounted tub filler have become the focal point in the master bath.” Mountain Land Design’s familiarity with today’s trends can help homeowners refine their ideas.

A proud, locally-owned business, Mountain Land Design owners and employees are committed to giving back
to the community. For the last seven years, Mountain Land's team has been involved with the Assistance League of Salt Lake City and have done a "Food and Wine" Fundraiser where 100% of the proceeds go back to Assistance League. Recently they have joined forces with another charitable group in their own neighborhood—South Salt Lake PAL (Police Athletic League). This is a positive youth development organization designed to provide mentoring opportunities and encourage healthy decision-making along with many other positive aspects.

With the success Mountain Land Design has had across the Wasatch Front, they have realized opportunities to expand into other markets. They are currently just finishing construction on their new Jackson Hole, Wyoming, showroom. They are sharing the space with one of their largest hardware suppliers, Rocky Mountain Hardware. Construction has begun on their new Boise showroom and estimated completion is in late summer.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT MOUNTAIN LAND DESIGN AT MOUNTAINLANDDESIGN.COM OR CALL 801.466.0990.